The acoustic properties of bilingual infant-directed speech
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Abstract: Does the acoustic input for bilingual infants equal the conjunction of the input heard by monolinguals of each separate language? The present letter tackles this question, focusing on maternal speech addressed to 11-month-old infants, on the cusp of perceptual attunement. The acoustic characteristics of the point vowels /a, i, u/ were measured in the spontaneous infant-directed speech of French-English bilingual mothers, as well as in the speech of French and English monolingual mothers. Bilingual caregivers produced their two languages with acoustic prosodic separation equal to that of the monolinguals, while also conveying distinct spectral characteristics of the point vowels in their two languages.
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1. Introduction

Bilingual infants must accomplish the astounding feat of learning two languages in the time it takes monolingual infants to learn one. There is increasing interest in describing the earliest stages of language acquisition, including the extent to which perceptual attunement to the sound categories of the two ambient languages in a bilingual context resembles the attunement found in a monolingual context (Werker, 2012). A key assumption in many descriptions is that bilinguals’ input is equal to a conjunction of the two languages. However, this assumption may not always be supported, particularly if a single parent speaks both languages to the child. Indeed, some previous research suggests that the acoustic-phonetics of bilingual speech can be a compromise between the two targets, showing intermediate realizations in certain conditions (Flege et al., 1999;
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Pallier et al., 1997). In this letter, we ask if this is also the case of the infant-directed speech produced by balanced bilingual mothers.

We sought to answer two key questions. First, is the distance between the prosodic characteristics of two languages maintained in the infant-directed speech (IDS) produced by bilingual mothers? A positive answer is important, because not only do infants pay more attention to infant- than to adult-directed speech (Soderstrom, 2007), previous infant perception research demonstrates that bilingual infants—perhaps to a greater extent than monolinguals—use prosodic characteristics to discriminate languages from a very early age (Bosch and Sebastián-Gallés, 2001; Werker, 2012). Therefore, clear acoustic-prosodic cues could serve as a reference for language separation. Second, is the spectral separation of target vowels for each language maintained in the vowels produced by bilingual caregivers? Indeed, early language acquisition is commonly conceived in terms of adapting to the sound targets of the native language, and IDS has been demonstrated to support the learning of phonetic categories (Werker et al., 2007). In a bilingual context, then, one might expect that the phonetic realizations of vowels in the two languages should resemble the range of those found in monolingual input, so that the bilingual infant may use such a contrast to form the phonemic categories in her two languages. On the other hand, previous work has suggested that some bilingual mothers’ vowel formant values are more variable and may lead to more categorical perception errors than those produced by monolingual speakers. Specifically, Bosch and Ramon-Casas (2011) analyzed the Catalan vowel production of bilingual Catalan-Spanish mothers and observed greater variability among those speakers that had been raised in Spanish-speaking homes than those that had been raised in Catalan-speaking homes. However, while that study explored the production of one Catalan vowel contrast in a carefully read speech register, the current study explores the degree to which balanced bilingual caregivers separate their two languages along prosodic dimensions, as well as in a three-way vowel contrast, when speaking in an infant-directed register.

To address these questions, we collected IDS recordings from balanced English-French bilingual caregivers residing in Montreal. We inspected two prosodic characteristics (f0 and duration), as well as spectral characteristics of point vowels (F1 and F2 in /a/, /i/, and /u/). Significant differences between the languages along these dimensions would indicate that infants in these bilingual homes are receiving potentially separable input from the same caregiver. We also examined the speech of two groups of monolingual speakers: one French and one English. French monolingual speakers were recruited from Montreal and presumably spoke a similar dialect of Quebec French to the bilingual speakers. However, given the great difficulty of recruiting monolingual English-speaking caregivers of 11-month-olds from Montreal with no influence from French, English speakers were instead recruited from the U.S. (Indiana). As the spectral differences between central Indiana and Quebec English instantiations of the vowels of interest are largely confined to differences in vowel backness for /u/ and /a/, we expected little dialect-driven variation between our English samples (Labov et al., 2006). Observations made from these populations allowed us to assess the main underlying assumption questioned above: Whether prosodic and spectral differences between the two languages spoken by a bilingual caregiver are akin to those found when comparing two monolingual caregivers.

2. Methods

2.1 Participants

IDS recordings were obtained from three groups of caregivers with 11-month-olds. Caregivers were native speakers of Quebec French, North American English, or bilingual speakers of both languages. There were 20 mothers in the French group, 22 mothers in the English group, and 9 mothers in the bilingual group. Although the rate of bilingualism is high in Montreal (Statistics Canada, 2011), we applied stringent requirements in order to maintain a sample that exhibited balanced facility in both languages.
Specifically, within the bilingual group, all caregivers reported that their infant was exposed to French and English at least 30% of the time. The caregivers in this group were fluent French-English bilinguals (self-rated fluency out of 9; \(M_{\text{French}} = 8.4; \text{range} = 7–9\); \(M_{\text{English}} = 8.8; \text{range} = 7–9\)) who began learning both languages before the age of 15 (age of first exposure: \(M_{\text{French}} = 1.5\) yr; \text{range} = 0–10 yr; \(M_{\text{English}} = 3\) yr old; \text{range} = 0–14 yr) and had no exposure to other languages before the age of 15. At the time of testing, mothers used both languages at least 25% of the time and had minimal use of other languages. Our sample was further narrowed, as mothers’ speech facility in both languages was confirmed by five naive speakers of each language, who rated the level of foreign accentedness in samples of the mothers’ speech. Each of the nine mothers included in our sample scored less than 5.5 (1 = no accent; 10 = heavy accent) in both languages (\(M_{\text{French}} = 2.68; M_{\text{English}} = 3.63, \text{range} = 1.56–5.33\)).

2.2 Stimuli and procedure

Stimuli consisted of language-specific objects or images designed to elicit words containing the target vowels. For the present study, we focus on the target vowels /a/, /i/, and /u/, preceded by /f/, which were represented in Quebec French with the words chatte “female cat,” chiffre “number,” and choucroute “sauekrout”; and in English with the words “shop,” “sheep,” and “shoes.” Caregivers were provided with a clear plastic bag containing three objects/images, two of which were from the same category (e.g., two cats) and a third that was not (e.g., a dog). They were asked to compare and contrast the items in the bag, a task designed to elicit the target items in spontaneous speech. In total, caregivers were asked to describe 30 objects to their children. Here we present the data collected from the point vowels only. The procedure for the monolingual dyads lasted 30–45 min. For the bilingual caregivers, the procedure was divided into two language-specific phases of 30–45 min each, separated by a short break. The order of target languages was counterbalanced across bilingual participants. In this case, to keep the languages as separate as possible, all instructional interactions were conducted in the target language by a native speaker.

Coding and analyses were completed in Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2012). The tokens in each language were annotated by three highly trained coders who marked the target vowel onset and offset. Following Cristia and Seidl (2013), the onset of the vowel was defined as the first upward crossing after the onset of periodicity following the fricative release. The offset of the vowels was determined as an abrupt attenuation of energy, evident in the waveform and the spectrogram.

Vowels were excluded from analysis if they included background noise, talker overlap, or if the word was whispered or glottalized. Short vowels (<30 ms) and long vowels (>310 ms, two SD above the original mean duration) were excluded from analysis.

Using Praat, fundamental frequency (\(f_0\) in ERB) was measured at the midpoint of each vowel. Formant measurements were estimated using a version of the ceiling optimization algorithm proposed by Escudero et al. (2009), at 40% of the vowel’s duration (Evanini, 2009), a choice that also limited effects on vowel quality that might have been produced by the varied segments following the target vowels. Because of the nature of the ceiling optimization algorithm, caregivers were excluded from specific target vowel analyses if they did not produce at least two tokens of that vowel.

3. Results

As the data were comprised of spontaneous speech samples, and due to the requirements of the ceiling optimization algorithm, the number of vowel tokens elicited varied across groups. Table 1 gives the number of vowels elicited per language and the number of participants that provided at least two vowel tokens of each vowel.

To determine whether languages differed in the measurements of interest, linear mixed effects regression (LMER) models were used (Baayen, 2008; Bates et al., 2012). Statistical significance is reported here using Markov-chain Monte Carlo
estimated $p$ values (hereafter $p$) (Baayen, 2011). LMER models were used in order to include individual caregivers in the random effects structure, thus controlling for language-general individual variation orthogonal to the variables of interest.

### 3.1 Fundamental frequency

In the first model, we declared $f_0$ at the midpoint of the vowel’s duration as the response variable (Table 2), with language (levels, as appropriate: monolingual English, monolingual French, bilingual English, bilingual French), vowel identity (levels: /a/, /i/, and /u/), and duration as factors, and random intercepts declared for individual participants. Including vowel identity and duration in the model allowed for direct observation of the effect of language on fundamental frequency while controlling for these extraneous factors. To serve the current research objective, we report only significant effects of and interactions with language.

When the model’s reference level was adjusted to examine the differences between the monolingual speakers, our analysis revealed that French speakers had an overall higher $f_0$ than English speakers, with duration, vowel identity, and individual variation controlled ($\beta = 0.85$, $SEM = 0.29$, $p = 0.003$). Bilingual mothers similarly separated their two languages on $f_0$, producing French with a higher $f_0$ than English ($\beta = 0.64$, $SEM = 0.25$, $p = 0.008$).

### 3.2 Duration

Linear mixed effects regression models were also fitted to predict vowel duration (Table 2). Language (levels, as appropriate: monolingual English, monolingual French, bilingual English, bilingual French), vowel identity (levels: /a/, /i/, and /u/), and $f_0$ (measured at the midpoint of the vowel) were included as factors. Random intercepts were included for individual participants.

Monolingual French vowels were significantly shorter than monolingual English vowels ($\beta = 42.31$, $SEM = 6.70$, $p < 0.001$). Bilingual mothers also separated their two languages by duration, such that their French vowels were shorter than English vowels ($\beta = 64.24$, $SEM = 7.68$, $p < 0.001$).

### 3.3 First formant

In order to examine the effect of language on the first formant (F1) values of the individual vowels (Fig. 1), separate mixed effects models were fitted to vowel-specific subsets of the data (one model for each vowel /a/, /i/, /u/). In each model, the F1 value (in Hz) was included as the response variable. Language, duration, and $f_0$ were included as factors, and random intercepts were computed for individual participants.

### Table 1. Number of vowel tokens elicited per language (number of participants included per vowel).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>/a/</th>
<th>/i/</th>
<th>/u/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monolingual English</td>
<td>49 (15)</td>
<td>100 (19)</td>
<td>80 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monolingual French</td>
<td>54 (17)</td>
<td>100 (18)</td>
<td>30 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilingual English</td>
<td>31 (9)</td>
<td>48 (9)</td>
<td>33 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilingual French</td>
<td>42 (9)</td>
<td>48 (9)</td>
<td>27 (9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Mean fundamental frequency and duration by language group across vowels (standard errors in parentheses).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Monolingual English</th>
<th>Monolingual French</th>
<th>Bilingual English</th>
<th>Bilingual French</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f_0$ (ERB)</td>
<td>6.52 (0.13)</td>
<td>7.59 (0.33)</td>
<td>6.60 (0.52)</td>
<td>7.06 (0.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration (ms)</td>
<td>122.54 (6.83)</td>
<td>77.75 (4.71)</td>
<td>127.25 (9.32)</td>
<td>68.99 (2.73)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The language analysis revealed that there were no significant differences between the F1 values of French and English monolingual speakers when producing /a/ or /u/. Likewise, there were no significant differences in F1 values of English /a/ or /u/ versus French /a/ or /u/ in the bilingual productions.

For /i/, the pattern differs. English monolinguals produced F1 values for /i/ that were significantly lower than those of the French monolinguals ($\beta = 107.03$, $SEM = 20.68$, $p < 0.001$). Likewise, bilinguals produced lower F1 values for /i/ when speaking English than they did when speaking French ($\beta = 97.68$, $SEM = 15.99$, $p < 0.001$).

### 3.4 Second formant

As was done for F1, separate linear mixed effects models were fitted to the data for each vowel in order to determine the effect of language on the second formant (F2) (Fig. 1). In each model, the F2 value (in Hz) was included as the response variable. Language, vowel duration, and $f_0$ were included as factors, and random intercepts were computed for individual participants.

For /i/, English monolinguals produced F2 values that were higher than those of the French monolinguals ($\beta = 440.17$, $SEM = 126.04$, $p < 0.001$). Bilinguals also made a similar distinction, producing higher F2 values for English than for French ($\beta = 406.39$, $SEM = 42.50$, $p < 0.001$).

For /a/, monolingual French and English values did not differ. In contrast, the bilinguals did separate their two languages on this dimension, producing higher F2...
values when speaking French than when speaking English ($\beta = 372.89$, $SEM = 47.56$, $p < 0.001$). For /u/, the results were different. Monolingual English speakers produced higher values than French speakers ($\beta = 369.67$, $SEM = 152.98$, $p = 0.017$). In contrast, the bilinguals did not show this distinction, with no significant difference emerging between the F2 values for French and English.

4. Discussion

Bilingual caregivers used unique prosodic profiles in each of their languages, since they produced distinct $f_0$ and duration patterns in French and English. Moreover, the size of the contrast was similar to that of their monolingual counterparts. This pattern of results is novel. Not only is there a scarcity of evidence on the prosodic realization of IDS as produced by bilingual speakers, but one may also have expected that non-phonemic dimensions, which vary greatly at the individual level, would have been particularly susceptible to merging in the productions of bilingual caregivers. These results demonstrate that distinct prosodic information is available to infants exposed to two languages even through the speech of a single balanced bilingual caregiver, which may enable them to separate their two inputs.

Results from the spectral characteristics of point vowels largely coincide with this picture. We set aside cases in which no difference between languages was found in either the monolingual or the bilingual group, as null effects are difficult to interpret. Cross-linguistic differences were documented for /i/, which was higher and more front in English than in French. There may be many reasons why /i/ was implemented in such a different manner when spoken in the French word *chiffre* versus the English word *sheep*, including item-specific effects, the application of Quebec French closed syllable laxing, and a more general divergence in /i/ implementation across the two languages. As in previous work, the current research suffers from confounding the phonological target with the item, as only one lexical item represented each vowel, a limitation that could be improved upon in future work. Regardless of the source of this divergence, it is important to note that this difference in /i/ was as evident in the bilinguals’ two languages as it was in the monolingual reference contrast.

In the second formant measurements of /u/ and /a/, a slightly different pattern emerges. For /u/, monolingual English and monolingual French participants produced significantly different values, while bilingual talkers did not significantly separate their /u/ productions on this dimension. That the monolinguals and bilinguals differed in how separate their /u/ productions were in English and in French may reflect dialect differences rather than a merge of /a/ across languages for the bilinguals, as Quebec and Indiana English likely differ in /u/ backness (Coppler and Pisoni, 2004; Labov et al., 2006; Boberg, 2008).

For /a/, the opposite pattern emerges, with bilinguals exhibiting contrastive F2 patterns that were not exhibited by the two groups of monolinguals. Although monolinguals from our two groups do not make this separation, it is possible that bilinguals do so in order to enhance the distinction between the /a/ instantiations in their two languages. Nonetheless, the goal of the present research was not to document specific vowel implementations in these speakers. Our primary aim was to assess whether infants exposed to two languages from a single speaker hear languages that are as different as infants exposed to two languages from different speakers.

To address this question, we investigated prosodic and segmental characteristics of IDS in a group of balanced bilinguals. Significant differences were found in both prosodic parameters and in three out of six spectral parameters measured in point vowels. A comparison with two groups of monolingual speakers revealed that the difference found between the two languages in the speech of bilinguals was as large as that found when comparing two monolingual groups, who also differed along five of the eight dimensions examined. Future work with different designs and populations can elaborate and refine these results. For example, a comparison could be made between the input of bilingual infants hearing two languages from the same speaker (e.g., a bilingual mother) and the input of those hearing speech from two different speakers (e.g., a monolingual...
mother and a monolingual father speaking different languages), and through observing caregiver-infant interactions in a more naturalistic setting. In the meantime, the present data lend support to the idea that infants exposed to two languages from a single bilingual speaker may be hearing input comparable to the conjunction of input from two monolingual speakers. Therefore, these data serve not only as clarification to researchers studying the environment of infants learning multiple languages, but also to reassure the caregivers of such infants that the input they receive is not compromised.
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